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complications, deserves as much—if not more—attention as primary care. Thus, we suggest

that specialty care becomes the principal driver of accountable care.

In this paper, we examine results achieved by current specialty care models and review

considerations for constructing specialty care vehicles, including alternative payment models

(APMs) that more directly involve specialty, value-based care.

Benefits of a Specialty-Focused Accountable Care Environment

Medicare covers a large population of patients with multiple chronic conditions. In 2010,

approximately 21.4 million Medicare beneficiaries had at least 2 chronic conditions and

accounted for the bulk of healthcare services provided under Medicare.3 There are multiple

chronic conditions that require not only management by specialty and primary care physicians,

but also data exchange and a common understanding between patients and physicians of

treatment goals and monitoring. A specialty accountable care organization (ACO) environment

would be best suited to address the complexities of those with chronic conditions and may

achieve the following outcomes.

Improved clinical results. Specialists know their areas of healthcare and delivery systems

better than generalists. Additionally, as key lead physicians for their patients, specialists can

likely better improve patient experience and outcomes, especially when using the evidence

base of their specialty to inform care.

Reduced cost of care. Specialty care drives the bulk of Medicare spending. Patients with

chronic conditions account for approximately 75% of US healthcare expenditures, and 96

cents of each Medicare dollar fund chronic disease treatment and management.4 There is an

opportunity to save more money with specialty care, not only because that is where the

majority of the healthcare costs are, but also because precision medicine and most new and

innovative treatments are in the province of specialty care. Thus, specialists need to be more

at the center of efforts to control costs in ACOs.

Enhanced patient engagement. The average Medicare fee-for-service (FFS) patient visits 2

primary care clinicians and 5 specialists annually. Patients with multiple chronic conditions visit

even more specialists and fewer primary care clinicians.5 Thus, the greatest opportunity to

enhance patient engagement is with the specialist. However, most ACOs diminish contact with

specialists by encouraging primary care physicians and patients to use them only when truly

necessary and to find specialists who use fewer resources—and therefore, keep costs low—in

their practices.6

Increased specialist accountability. Leaving specialists out of ACOs and other value-based

constructs creates division and a lack of accountability on their part to participate in the

necessary changes to achieve better outcomes and lower costs. In the process of redesigning

value-based care, specialists—not only primary care physicians—need to be fully engaged.

, value-based ctqcaged.
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